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Asian handicap betting, as the name implies, is a form of contributions to the football betting game
originated in Asia. It was written as a means of online gambling sites, and was described as
stigmatized "half-ball" handicap in the Asian region.

Handicap betting is becoming one of the most popular sports betting system betting market in
Europe. Asian handicap betting method provides an additional level of betting, in which two teams
are well matched. Before you kick start a "disability" will be given a stronger team is more likely to
win, and a virtual head start with the weakest team. This will help balance the odds for both teams.
In this case, you could put your money in the weaker team, you could lose by one goal, but still win
the bet.

Here are the reasons why the Asian handicap will always be popular:

Better chance of winning - you are betting to win, lose, or draw at fixed rates. However, there are
only two choices of Asian handicap, either bet on the team home or away team win, simply select
one of the two sides in a game. Handicap betting the draw option is eliminated in Asian countries,
so the chance of winning the game increases from 33.3% to 50%.

Gamblers tie up - The fun part is the Asian handicap betting, gamblers can win your bet, even if the
team you bet on to win not know at the end of the game. Even if they lose, you can only lose half or
quarter of the shares (depending on the range of disability) rather than the entire game. In other
words, the two strong teams and oppressed has the same chance of the game because of the
handicap advantage to win, not interesting to you?

Find the best odds - Forget boring think fixed odds, if you earn that 15 cents for every dollar you bet
not be strong team at fixed rates attractive, it's time to start a new game in the Asian Handicap.
Handicap betting offers much more possibilities competitive fixed line charges. If you give a loser, a
handicap, the bookmark that performs better when betting favorites.

For example, when Chelsea play Portsmouth normally seen, Chelsea won the match with a fixed
rate from 1.15 to 1.20, is relatively nattractive and demoralizing. However, in the Asian handicap
betting, Chelsea could be priced in order of -2.0, the chances to about 1.90, and Portsmouth with a
goal of 2.0 to 2.00 price adjusted. This should increase the excitement of the game.

With Asian Handicap method is not only the level of a game environment from a strong and least
favorite team, but makes the game more fun and you can lose the game but still win the bet.
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